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Summary
Background A rapid increase in incidence of the SARS-CoV-2 Omicron variant (sub-lineage BA.1) occurred in
France in December 2021, while the Delta variant was prevailing since July 2021. We aimed to determine whether
the risk of a severe hospital event following symptomatic SARS-CoV-2 infection differs for Omicron versus Delta.

Methods We conducted a retrospective cohort study to compare severe hospital events (admission to intensive care
unit or death) between Omicron and Delta symptomatic cases matched according to week of virological diagnosis
and age. The analysis was adjusted for age, sex, vaccination status, presence of comorbidities and region of resi-
dence, using Cox proportional hazards model.

Findings Between 06/12/2021−28/01/2022, 184 364 cases were included, of which 931 had a severe hospital event
(822 Delta, 109 Omicron). The risk of severe event was lower among Omicron versus Delta cases; the difference in
severity between the two variants decreased with age (adjusted Hazard Ratio (aHR)=0¢13 95%CI: 0¢08−0¢20 among
40−64 years, aHR=0¢50 95%CI: 0¢26−0.98 among 80+ years). The risk of severe event increased with the presence
of comorbidities (for very-high-risk comorbidity, aHR=4¢15 95%CI: 2¢86−6¢01 among 40−64 years) and in males
(aHR=2¢28 95%CI: 1¢82−2¢85among 40−64 years) and was higher in unvaccinated compared to primo-vaccinated
(aHR=7¢29 95%CI: 5¢58−9¢54 among 40−64 years). A booster dose reduced the risk of severe hospital event in 80+
years infected with Omicron (aHR=0¢29; 95%CI: 0¢12−0¢69).

Interpretation This study confirms the lower severity of Omicron compared to Delta. However, the difference in dis-
ease severity is less marked in the elderly. Further studies are needed to better understand the interactions between
age and severity of variants.

Funding The study was performed as part of routine work at Public Health France.
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Introduction circulating strains. The emergence of SARS-CoV-2 variants
Viruses undergo constant genetic evolution at various
speeds, depending on viral families. This evolution hap-
pens through genetic substitutions, insertions or deletion
that alter the viral genome. For SARS-CoV-2, the accumu-
lation of such changes drives genetic divergence between
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over time is expected. Most of the time, these genetic
changes do not translate to phenotypic modifications.
However, several SARS-CoV-2 variants acquired specific
characteristics that affected their public health impact.
Such variants, showing increased transmissibility,
immune evasion properties or high severity, were classified
by the World Health organization (WHO) as variants of
concern (VOC). Alpha was the first VOC to be defined in
the end of 2020. It exhibited a higher transmissibility
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Research in context

Evidence before this study

We searched for scientific publications comparing the
severity of the Omicron variant with other SARS-CoV-2 var-
iants. On February 24, 2022, we searched PubMed with the
query ("OMICRON"[Title] AND ("hospital*"[All Fields] OR
"severity"[All Fields] OR "serious"[All Fields] OR "death"[All
Fields] OR "mortality"[All Fields])) AND (2021:2022[pdat]).
This query identified 169 studies. We also searched pre-
print databases and reference lists of relevant papers. The
first studies were conducted in South Africa. A lower sever-
ity of Omicron compared to Delta was reported in these
studies; however, the Delta and Omicron cases were not
contemporaneous and the observed lower number of
severe events among Omicron cases could reflect changes
over time in the characteristics of the infected populations.
Studies were carried out in areas where the two variants
had co-circulated. A Canadian matched cohort study
described an adjusted Hazard Ratio (aHR) of 0¢17 (95% CI:
0¢08−0¢37) for admission to ICU or death related to Omi-
cron cases when compared to Delta cases; however, the
number of participants in this study was quite small. An
English study was conducted with a large number of par-
ticipants and reported an aHR of 0¢41 for hospital admis-
sion and 0¢31 for death; however, in this study all SARS-
CoV-2 positive cases were included, whether symptomatic
or not, and it was not possible to discriminate between
hospital admissions and ICU admissions. Other studies had
been conducted in the USA and Norway.

Added value of this study

Our study focused on severe hospital events, and only
those stated “for COVID-1900 were retained in our analy-
ses. Moreover, only symptomatic cases were included.
These three characteristics of our case definition
allowed for a strict definition of the outcome of interest,
here severe hospital events related to COVID-19 only. In
addition, this was a matched cohort design, which
allowed to control for confounding factors. We found
that the risk of severe event was lower among Omicron
versus Delta cases; nevertheless, this difference in dis-
ease severity between the two variants was less marked
in the elderly, among whom the risk of severe disease
remained high (aHR Omicron vs. Delta=0¢13, among 40
−64, aHR=0¢50 among 80+ years). Moreover, we found
that the risk of a severe hospital event increased with
the presence of comorbidities and in males. Finally, we
show that the risk of a severe hospital event was higher
in unvaccinated compared to primo-vaccinated
(aHR=7¢29 among 40−64 years) individuals, and a
booster dose reduced the risk of severe hospital event
in 80+ years infected with Omicron (aHR=0¢29).

Implications of all the available evidence

This study confirms the lower severity of Omicron com-
pared to Delta. However, the difference in disease severity
is less marked in the elderly. Therefore, we feel it is impor-
tant not to consider Omicron as a harmless variant. Further

studies are needed to better understand the reasons for
this marked susceptibility to severe COVID-19 disease
among the elderly, and to determine the optimal vaccina-
tion schedules for this sub-population.
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compared with the index strain and rapidly spread through
Europe. Shortly after, VOC Beta and Gamma were identi-
fied in South Africa and Brazil, respectively. These three
VOC were then replaced by Delta, which emerged in India
in spring 2021 and presented with an even higher trans-
missibility. All these VOCs had a major impact on the
global epidemiological situation and called the control
measures in place at the time of their emergence into ques-
tion. When a new SARS-CoV-2 variant is identified, it is
therefore of major importance to determine its characteris-
tics, especially in terms of transmissibility, immune escape
and severity, in order to evaluate its potential public health
impact.

The Omicron variant (B1.1.529, BA.*) was first reported
on November 23 2021, in Gauteng Province, South Africa.1

The World Health Organization2 designated Omicron as a
VOC due to the presence of more than 30mutations in the
spike gene of the virus, its greater transmissibility, an
increased risk of reinfection and its potential immune
escape. International studies showed that Omicron has a
growth rate up to 3.7 times higher than Delta. As in many
other European countries, sequencing data have shown a
rapid increase of the Omicron variant (sub-lineage BA.1) in
France: it was first detected in a sample collected on
November 2, 2021, represented 10.7% of interpretable
sequences on December 13, 2021, almost 50% on Decem-
ber 20, 2021 and 89% during the first week of 2022. As of
January 3, 2022, the Omicron variant has been detected in
all regions of France.3,4 The overall risk of severe disease
associated to this variant appears to be lower than Delta-
related cases. In South Africa, descriptive analyses were
performed to compare the Omicron-dominant wave to pre-
vious SARS-CoV-2 waves. The authors observed fewer hos-
pitalisations, less severe hospitalized cases, and a shorter
length of hospital stay (3 days versus 7−8 days) during the
Omicron wave.5−9 However, the observed lower number
of severe events among Omicron cases could reflect
changes over time in the characteristics of the infected pop-
ulation. The primary objective of this study was to deter-
mine whether the risk of occurrence of a severe hospital
event in adults following symptomatic SARS-CoV-2 infec-
tion differs for Omicron versus Delta. Secondary objectives
were to assess whether this risk differs with age, sex, vacci-
nation status and comorbidities.
Methods

Study design
This is a retrospective cohort study carried out by com-
bining three French COVID-19 national surveillance
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databases. The study covers the period from 06/12/2021
to 28/01/2022, during which the Omicron and Delta
variants co-circulated in France. The outcome of the
study was the occurrence of a severe hospital event asso-
ciated with COVID-19 i.e. admission to intensive care
unit (ICU) or death in hospital, among symptomatic
persons testing positive for SARS-CoV-2, classified as
Delta or Omicron using mutation screening. Delta and
Omicron cases were matched according to age and cal-
endar week of virological diagnosis. Cox proportional
hazards model was used to estimate the adjusted hazard
ratio (aHR); the models were adjusted for age, sex, vacci-
nation status, presence of comorbidity and region of res-
idence.
Data sources
We used pseudonymised health data from three infor-
mation systems. These three databases respectively
include results of all SARS-CoV-2 tests (RT-PCR and
antigen tests, excluding self-tests) performed in the
country (SI-DEP), summary data on hospital stays for
COVID-19, outcomes and types of wards (SI-VIC) and
COVID-19 vaccine status and comorbidities of the
French population (VAC-SI). Data were extracted on 01/
02/2022. As four days are required for 90% of hospital
events to be reported in the SI-VIC database, events
after 28/01/2022 were excluded to control for reporting
bias. A pseudonym, resulting from a cryptographic
hash based on surname, first name, date of birth and
sex was used to merge the three data sources.
Eligibility criteria
Persons ≥18 years old on the day of inclusion, sampled
for SARS-CoV-2 diagnostic between 06/12/2021 and
23/01/2022 (inclusive) and declaring themselves as
symptomatic at sampling, with a confirmed SARS-CoV-
2 infection and valid RT-PCR mutation screening were
included. Exposed persons are those with a strong sus-
picion of infection with Omicron, based on the muta-
tion screening results (see “Variant” below). Non-
exposed persons are those with a strong suspicion of
infection with Delta. Persons with missing data, as well
as those not found in the VAC-SI database or with an
inconsistent vaccination status were excluded.
Variables
Virological analysis. For persons with several positive
RT-PCR tests and valid mutation screening results, the
first one was selected. If another positive test (RT-PCR
or antigen test) without mutation screening result had
been performed in the 15 days preceding the date of the
RT-PCR test with mutation screening, the date of inclu-
sion in the cohort was the date of this first test.
www.thelancet.com Vol 48 Month June, 2022
Variant. Characterization of samples that tested posi-
tive for SARS-CoV-2 by RT-qPCR was performed using
a mutation screening multiplex RT-qPCR targeting a
set of predefined mutations. During the study period,
the screening strategy included three individual muta-
tions (E484K, E484Q and L452R) and a panel of muta-
tions associated with Omicron (deletion 69−70 or
substitutions K417N, N501Y, S371L-S373P or Q493R).
The detection of L452R was used as a proxy for Delta.
The absence of E484K and L452R or the detection of
one of the mutations associated with Omicron was used
as a proxy for Omicron. To validate this algorithm, a
study was performed on 11,574 results with sampling
date between 01/12/2021 and 10/01/2022 for which a
mutation screening result and an interpretable sequenc-
ing result were available. The specificity of the classifica-
tion by the mutation screening was estimated at 99.1%
for Delta and 92.9% for Omicron. (See supplementary
Table 2).
Vaccination status. At the date of inclusion, partici-
pants were classified as: unvaccinated, vaccinated with a
complete primary vaccination or vaccinated with pri-
mary vaccination and a booster. Following French rec-
ommendations, the number of vaccine doses
corresponding to each vaccination status depended on
the vaccine and the history of infection and immuno-
suppression. Doses given less than 14 days before the
date of inclusion in the cohort, for the first dose, and
less than 7 days for the subsequent ones were not
retained. Persons with an incomplete primary vaccina-
tion schedule were considered unvaccinated.
Comorbidities. Comorbidities associated with compli-
cations are reported in VAC-SI as very-high-risk or
medium-risk comorbidities. Very-high-risk comorbid-
ities included cancers, haematological malignancies
undergoing chemotherapy, severe chronic kidney dis-
ease, chronic dialysis, solid organ transplants, haemato-
poietic stem cell allografts, chronic multi-disease
conditions with two or more organ failures, certain rare
diseases and those at particular risk of infection, and
Down's syndrome.10 Medium-risk comorbidities
included obesity, diabetes, chronic renal failure, chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease, respiratory failure,
hypertension, heart failure.
Hospital events. A person was considered to have had a
"severe hospital event", if he or she was, during the
study period, admitted to an ICU or died in hospital
without being admitted to an ICU. People tested at the
hospital on the day of hospitalization were included in
the study. Only hospital events stated “for Covid” in the
SI-VIC database (as opposed to “with Covid”, i.e. a per-
son tested positive for SARS-CoV-2 but was hospitalised
3
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for a reason other than COVID-19) were included in the
study.
Matching
Each Omicron case was individually matched with a
Delta case of the same age range (18−39, 40−64, 65
−79, 80+) and with the same week of virological diag-
nosis. Unmatched individuals were excluded.
Statistical methods
Kaplan-Meier curves were used to describe the temporal
distribution of the outcome and the evolution of the
cohort over the follow-up period. Univariate and multi-
variate analyses were performed using Cox proportional
hazards model, taking into account individual match-
ing. If the outcome occurred on the entry date, the fol-
low-up time was considered 0¢5 days. The multivariate
models included the variables selected from the univari-
ate analyses (p <0.2). Interactions were tested between
variants and age, sex, vaccination status and comorbid-
ities, and between age and sex, vaccination status and
comorbidities. The effect of the time between the last
vaccine dose and the virological diagnosis was tested.
The multivariate models were constructed through a
two-way stepwise selection process based on the Akaike
information criterion (AIC). The analyses were per-
formed using R. 4.0.4
Ethical statement
This study did not involve the human person. It was car-
ried out by Sant�e Publique France using data collected
by the Ministry of Health to manage the COVID-19 cri-
sis. This processing of personal pseudonymised data
was implemented in accordance with the legislative and
regulatory prerogatives granted to Sant�e publique
France to fulfill its public interest mission and in com-
pliance with the provisions of the GDPR. In this con-
text, the opinion of an ethics committee was not
required.
Role of the funding source
No funders had any role in study design; in the collec-
tion, analysis, and interpretation of data; in the writing
of the report; and in the decision to submit the paper
for publication. VA, CM, JS and LF had full access to
the data and all authors made the decision to submit for
publication.
Results

Participants
The number of individuals at different stages of the
inclusion process are as follows:
� People over 18 with symptoms, sample taken dur-
ing the inclusion period and RT-PCR positive with
a valid result for mutation screening: 932 137

� Exclusion of 20 575 persons with missing sex or
postal code in SIDEP: remaining 911 562

� Exclusion of 136 866 persons not found in VAC-SI:
remaining 774 696

� Matching: 92 182 pairs constituted (184 364 partici-
pants) and exclusion of unmatched persons
Descriptive data
Weekly numbers in the two groups of the cohort
reflected the dynamic of the spread of the Omicron vari-
ant in France during December 2021 (Table 1). The
majority (83%) of inclusions took place between weeks
2021-51 and 2022-01, as few Omicron cases were
observed before and few Delta cases after. The propor-
tion of unvaccinated individuals was higher in the Delta
group than in the Omicron group (32¢8% vs. 11¢3%).
Overall, 84% of first vaccine doses were with Pfizer/
BioNTech vaccine, 10¢0% with Moderna, 4¢9% with
AstraZeneca and 1¢1% with Janssen, with no difference
between the two groups. The proportion of people who
have had a booster shot, and the median time between
the booster shot and the virological diagnosis increased
with age (Table 2), reflecting the phased roll-out of vac-
cination in France since the beginning of 2021.
Follow-up and outcome data
The maximum follow-up duration was 53 days; 94% of
participants were followed up for at least 20 days, or
had a severe hospital event before that time point
(Figure 1). A total of 931 severe hospital events were
observed, including 699 ICU admissions and 232
deaths without ICU admission. The number of severe
hospital events was significantly higher (p<0¢001) in
the Delta group (822) than in the Omicron group (109).
In the Delta group, 82% of severe events were observed
within 10 days of virological diagnosis, and 96% within
20 days. In the Omicron group, 68% of events occurred
within 10 days and 88% within 20 days (Figure 1).
Univariate analysis
Table 3 gives, for each covariate value, the crude hazard
ratio of a severe hospital event and the absolute number
of severe events observed per 100 000 people within
20 days of positive sampling. The cHR was statistically
different between the two groups of the cohort for all
covariate modalities (p<0¢05), except for the region (sta-
tistically significant for 6 of the 13 regions).
Multivariate analysis
All the variables were included in the multivariate analy-
ses. Models were adjusted for region of residence (not
www.thelancet.com Vol 48 Month June, 2022



Delta

N = 921821
Omicron

N = 921821
p-value2

Week of entry >0¢99
2021−49 1 714 (1¢9%) 1 714 (1¢9%)

2021−50 8 486 (9¢2%) 8 486 (9¢2%)

2021−51 33 924 (36¢8%) 33 924 (36¢8%)

2021−52 28 452 (30¢9%) 28 452 (30¢9%)

2022−01 14 501 (15¢7%) 14 501 (15¢7%)

2022−02 3 505 (3¢8%) 3 505 (3¢8%)

2022−03 1 600 (1¢7%) 1 600 (1¢7%)

Age (years) >0¢99
[18,40) 50 073 (54¢3%) 50 073 (54¢3%)

[40,65) 35 353 (38¢4%) 35 353 (38¢4%)

[65,80) 5 219 (5¢7%) 5 219 (5¢7%)

[80,Inf) 1 537 (1¢7%) 1 537 (1¢7%)

Sex 0¢21
Female 50 265 (54¢5%) 49 996 (54¢2%)

Male 41 917 (45¢5%) 42 186 (45¢8%)

Vaccination3 <0¢001
Unvaccinated 30 234 (32¢8%) 10 436 (11¢3%)

Primary

vaccination

55 549 (60¢3%) 64 918 (70¢4%)

Booster 6 399 (6¢9%) 16 828 (18¢3%)

Comorbidity <0¢001
None 77 771 (84¢4%) 79 351 (86¢1%)

Medium-risk 11 556 (12¢5%) 10 422 (11¢3%)

Very-high-risk 2 855 (3¢1%) 2 409 (2¢6%)

Region <0¢001
Grand Est 11 809 (12¢8%) 8 618 (9¢3%)

Auvergne-Rhône-

Alpes

17 064 (18¢5%) 16 686 (18¢1%)

Île-de-France 6 179 (6¢7%) 20 465 (22¢2%)

Pays de la Loire 3 107 (3¢4%) 5 074 (5¢5%)

Bretagne 2 618 (2¢8%) 3 814 (4¢1%)

Nouvelle-

Aquitaine

6 792 (7¢4%) 6 895 (7¢5%)

Hauts-de-France 6 425 (7¢0%) 8 397 (9¢1%)

Normandie 2 223 (2¢4%) 3 664 (4¢0%)

Bourgogne-

Franche-Comt�e

5 834 (6¢3%) 3 611 (3¢9%)

Corse 44 (0¢5%) 614 (0¢7%)

Occitanie 13 400 (14¢5%) 6 930 (7¢5%)

Overseas France 1 619 (1¢8%) 525 (0¢6%)

Provence-Alpes-

Côte d'Azur

13 242 (14¢4%) 5 313 (5¢8%)

Centre-Val de

Loire

1 376 (1¢5%) 1 576 (1¢7%)

Table 1: Baseline characteristics of participants at time of entry
into study.
1n (%) .
2Pearson's Chi-squared test
37.6% of individuals classified as unvaccinated had an incomplete primary

vaccination, of whom 35% had received the first dose less than 14 days

before the virological diagnosis. 82% of individuals with and incomplete

primary vaccination received one dose. The primary vaccination series

consisted of 1 dose for 6% of individuals, 2 doses for 87% and 3 doses for

7%. Individuals receiving a booster vaccination received a total of 3 doses

for 92% of cases and 2 doses for 8% of cases. Baseline characteristics of

population before matching (n = 774 696) are available in the appendix.
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shown). The log of the stepwise selection process is pre-
sented in the appendix. The overall model showed a risk
reduction in the Omicron group, a drastic increase of
the risk with age, but also interactions between variant
and age, age and vaccination, age and comorbidity
(Table 4). Consequently, the models were stratified by
age group (Table 5). The 80+ model showed an interac-
tion between variant and vaccination; therefore, this age
group was stratified by variant (Table 6). The risk of hav-
ing a severe hospital event is lower in the Omicron
group, in each age group; the difference in severity
between the two variants decreased with age. People
aged 40−64 years with Omicron-related symptomatic
infection had a 7¢7 times lower risk (5¢0−12¢5) of having
a severe hospital event than those with Delta-related
symptomatic infection [aHR=0.13; 95% CI: 0¢08 to
0¢20]. In people aged 80 years and over, the Omicron
cases had only a 2-fold lower risk (1 to 3¢8) than Delta
cases [aHR=0.50; 95% CI: 0¢26−0.98].

The models also highlighted the magnitude of the
risk associated with other covariates. The risk increased
with the presence of comorbidity; the risk associated
with very-high-risk comorbidities being higher than the
risk associated with medium-risk comorbidities and the
risk associated with comorbidities decreasing with age.
The risk was almost twice as high for men as for
women, with no major difference between age groups.

Among <80 years old persons, the hazard mitigation
associated with vaccination was independent of the vari-
ant. Compared to those with primary vaccination,
unvaccinated had a 13¢2 (95% CI: 6¢1−28¢7) higher risk
in 18−39 years, 7¢3 higher risk (95% CI: 5¢6−9¢5) in 40
−64 years and 2¢2 (95% CI: 1¢7−2¢8) in 65−79 years
age groups. In those three age groups, no additional
reduction in risk was associated with the booster dose.
In people > 80 years of age, the risk was divided by 3¢4
(95% CI: 1¢4−8¢3) with a booster, compared to primary
vaccination in the Omicron group [aHR=0¢29; 95% CI:
0¢12−0¢69]. In the Delta group, there was no evidence
of additional protection with the booster [aHR=0¢87;
95% CI: 0¢51−1¢47]. In a supplementary analysis, the
primary vaccination and booster modalities were split in
two according to the median time between the booster
dose and the virological diagnosis. This analysis did not
show a relationship between this time and hazard
reduction. In other supplementary analysis, the
“unvaccinated” modality was disaggregated into
“unvaccinated” and “vaccinated with a single dose” (See
supplementary Table 4).
Discussion
Our national cohort study confirms a lower severity of
Omicron infections compared to Delta infections in
adults, by quantifying the risk of a severe hospital event,
i.e. admission in ICU or death during hospitalisation.
We defined this outcome as death may occur in patients
5



[18,40) N = 1001461 [40,65) N = 707061 [65,80) N = 104381 [80,Inf) N = 3 0741 p-value2

Unvaccinated 22 785 (23%) 14 836 (21%) 2 234 (21%) 815 (27%) <0¢001
Primary vaccination 70 556 (70%) 45 011 (64%) 4 004 (38%) 896 (29%)

Booster 6 805 (6¢8%) 10 859 (15%) 4 200 (40%) 1 363 (44%)

Days since booster3 17 (10, 27) 20 (11, 31) 36 (21, 58) 69 (37, 96)

Table 2: Vaccination status by age group, December 2021, France, (n = 184 364).
1n (%) .
2Pearson's Chi-squared test.
3Median, Inter Quartile Range.
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not admitted to ICU wards, such as frail elderly
patients.11 People aged 40 to 64 years had a 7¢7 times
lower risk of severe outcome when infected with the
Omicron variant (aHR=0¢13). In the 80 years old and
above the risk associated with Omicron was only half
than that associated with Delta (aHR=0¢50, p = 0.04).

Substantial decrease in severity of Omicron cases
compared with Delta cases has been described in recent
studies. In South Africa, after controlling for factors
associated with hospitalisation, individuals with S Gene
Target Failure (SGTF), used as a proxy for Omicron
Figure 1. Cumulative probability of a severe hospital event among c
by time since virological diagnosis, December 2021-January 2022, Fr
infection, had lower odds of being admitted to hospital
compared to non-SGTF infections, used as a proxy for
Delta infection (0¢2, 95% CI: 0¢1−0¢3); however, the
Delta and Omicron cohorts were not contemporaneous
and the Omicron cohort had more acquired immunity,
which might have lessened the estimated severity of
Omicron.12 Studies with contemporary cohorts have
since been conducted in Canada,13 USA,14 UK15 and
Norway.16 Our method and results align with the Cana-
dian study; this was a matched cohort design, which
described an aHR of 0¢17 (95% CI: 0¢08−0¢37) in
ases infected by the Omicron or Delta variant of the SARS-CoV-2
ance, (n = 184 364).

www.thelancet.com Vol 48 Month June, 2022



cHR [95% CI1]1 p-value Severe hospital event / 100 000 at D202

Variant Delta Ref − Delta Omicron

Omicron 0.13 [0.11 to 0.16] <0.001

Age [18,40) 0.12 [0.09 to 0.15] <0.001 100 [72 - 128] 10 [1 - 19]

[40,65) Ref − 888 [790 - 986] 57 [32 - 82]

[65,80) 6.35 [5.45 to 7.39] <0.001 4 984 [4390 - 5574] 674 [451 - 897]

[80,Inf) 14.54 [12.27 to 17.22] <0.001 9 762 [8255 - 11,245] 1 980 [1276 - 2678]

Sex Female Ref − 581 [515 - 648] 66 [44 - 89]

Male 1.96 [1.72 to 2.24] <0.001 1 146 [1044 - 1248] 136 [101 - 171]

Vaccination Unvaccinated 9.33 [7.96 to 10.93] <0.001 1 855 [1702 - 2007] 385 [266 - 504]

Primary vaccination Ref <0.001 276 [232 - 320] 40 [25 - 56]

Booster 2.51 [1.97 to 3.21] <0.001 928 [692 - 1164] 144 [87 - 202]

Comorbidity None Ref − 489 [440 - 538] 53 [37 - 69]

Medium-risk 5.61 [4.88 to 6.46] <0.001 2 493 [2208 - 2778] 309 [202 - 416]

Very-high-risk 9.55 [7.9 to 11.54] <0.001 3 660 [2967 - 4348] 669 [342 - 995]

Table 3: Risk of a severe hospital event among cases infected by the Omicron or Delta variant of the SARS-CoV-2 (univariate analysis),
December 2021-January 2022, France (n = 184 364).
1cHR = crude Hazard Ratio, CI = Confidence Interval (univariate Cox proportional hazard model)l.
2Kaplan-Meier estimator and 95% CI, cumulative probability.
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admission to ICU or death for Omicron cases when
compared to Delta cases. In the USA (California), the
HRs between Delta and Omicron cases, after a positive
outpatient test, were 0¢26 (95% CI: 0¢10−0¢73) for
admission to ICU and 0.09 (95% CI: 0¢01−0¢75) for
death. In the UK, the aHR was 0¢41 (95% CI: 0¢39
−0¢43) for hospital admission and 0¢31 (95% CI: 0¢26
−0¢37) for death. In Norway the HRs for hospitalisation
between Delta and Omicron cases was 0¢27 (95% CI:
0¢20−0¢36).

Our study was conducted in December 2021 and Jan-
uary 2022. Over this study period, the dominant sub-
lineage among Omicron in France was BA.1 (and its
sub-lineage BA.1.1). Even though the proportion of BA.2
has increased in January 2022, accounting for up to
9,7% of sequences from the French random genomic
surveillance on 31/01, the overall proportion of BA.2
over the study period was low (2,4%). Our results there-
fore relate mostly to the BA.1 sub-lineage of Omicron.
Our study also quantified the protection provided by vac-
cination. In Norway, an interaction between the variant
and vaccination status was detected in the subgroup of
people with primary vaccination completed 7−179 days
ago, suggesting a weaker effectiveness of the vaccine for
Omicron cases than for Delta cases (66% and 93%,
respectively).16 We did not find evidence of such an inter-
action, except for the over-80 s, although the size of our
cohort is larger. However, our study focused on severe
hospital events whereas the Norwegian study considered
all hospital admissions, suggesting that the effectiveness
of vaccination against the most severe forms of COVID-
19 may be equivalent for both variants.

If initial in-vitro studies showed drastic reduction in
neutralization of Omicron by sera from vaccinated
www.thelancet.com Vol 48 Month June, 2022
individuals17; epidemiological investigations later
showed that vaccination and previous infections still
conferred some levels of protection against Omicron,
especially against severe diseases.2,18 Cellular immu-
nity, especially T-cell response, has been shown to
largely cross-react with Omicron and protect against
severe COVID-19, even in cases with low levels of neu-
tralizing antibodies.19,20 The large proportion of epito-
pes conserved between Omicron and previous variants,
especially non-Spike epitopes, seems to be an important
driver of T-cell protection against Omicron.20,21 A
modeling study from South Africa estimated that severe
COVID-19 outcomes during the Omicron wave were
mostly reduced due to prior infection and/or vaccina-
tion.9 However, intrinsically reduced virulence still
accounted for 25% of the risk reduction compared to
Delta. Animal model studies also showed milder clinical
pictures in Omicron-infected animals compared to
Delta, which was associated with lower viral load in
lower airways.22,23 Differences in the tropism of Omi-
cron, which has been shown to rapidly infect bronchial
cells but less efficiently infect pulmonary cells com-
pared to Delta, might explain these mild symptoms.24

Therefore, the milder clinical presentation associated
with Omicron seems to rely on both molecular specifics
of the virus and immunological characteristics of the
population.

Our study also showed evidence of age and variant-
dependence in the magnitude of the risk reduction fol-
lowing a booster vaccination, relative to primary vaccina-
tion alone. While a statistically significant reduced risk
of a severe hospital event was observed among the 80+
years old population infected with Omicron (aHR=
0¢29, 95% CI: 0¢12−0¢69, p = 0¢003), this was not
7



aHR (95% CI)1 p-value

Variant

DELTA Ref

OMICRON 0¢12 (0¢08 to 0¢18) <0¢001
Age

[18,40) 0¢08 (0¢04 to 0¢17) <0¢001
[40,65) Ref

[65,80) 9¢66 (6¢79 to 13¢7) <0¢001
[80,Inf) 28¢4 (18¢4 to 43¢9) <0¢001
Sex

Female Ref

Male 2¢13 (1¢87 to 2¢43) <0¢001
Vaccination

Unvaccinated 7¢57 (5¢79 to 9¢88) <0¢001
Primary vaccination Ref

Booster 0¢99 (0¢55 to 1¢79) 0¢98
Comorbidity

None Ref

Medium-risk 3¢04 (2¢41 to 3¢84) <0¢001
Very-high-risk 4¢04 (2¢79 to 5¢85) <0¢001
Variant * Age

OMICRON * [18,40) 1¢73 (0¢65 to 4¢58) 0¢27
OMICRON * [65,80) 1¢74 (1¢01 to 3¢00) 0¢048
OMICRON * [80,Inf) 2¢87 (1¢61 to 5¢10) <0¢001
Age * Vaccination

[18,40) * Unvaccinated 1¢66 (0¢73 to 3¢76) 0¢23
[65,80) * Unvaccinated 0¢54 (0¢37 to 0¢79) 0¢001
[80,Inf) * Unvaccinated 0¢43 (0¢28 to 0¢67) <0¢001
[18,40) * Booster 3¢16 (0¢61 to 16¢4) 0¢17
[65,80) * Booster 0¢83 (0¢42 to 1¢67) 0¢61
[80,Inf) * Booster 0¢57 (0¢27 to 1¢23) 0¢15
Age * Comorbidity

[18,40) * Medium-risk 0¢87 (0¢42 to 1¢80) 0¢71
[65,80) * Medium-risk 0¢57 (0¢41 to 0¢80) 0¢001
[80,Inf) * Medium-risk 0¢43 (0¢29 to 0¢62) <0¢001
[18,40) * Very-high-risk 1¢57 (0¢52 to 4¢70) 0¢42
[65,80) * Very-high-risk 0¢74 (0¢46 to 1¢20) 0¢22
[80,Inf) * Very-high-risk 0¢42 (0¢24 to 0¢71) 0¢001

Table 4: Risk of a severe hospital event among cases infected by
the Omicron or Delta variant of the SARS-CoV-2 (multivariate
analysis), overall model with interactions, December 2021-
January 2022, France (n = 184 364).
1aHR = adjusted Hazard Ratio, CI = Confidence Interval.
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found in the younger age groups and in Delta cases of
the same age group. In the UK, booster vaccination
with an mRNA vaccine has been shown to be highly
protective against hospitalisation and death in Omicron
cases; however, the additional protection provided by
the booster, compared to primary vaccination, was not
quantified.15 This limited additional protection of the
booster may be attributed to the level of residual protec-
tion against severe disease provided by primary vaccina-
tion. As mentioned earlier, research studies have
demonstrated intact cellular immune response (SARS-
CoV-2 spike-specific CD4+ and CD8+ T cells) elicited by
vaccination against Omicron.27−30 Though this may be
true for the younger population a diminished cellular
immune response may be seen in the older
population.25

It should be pointed out that, as the individuals were
symptomatic at inclusion, our results did not take into
account either the possible differential capacity of the
two variants to cause symptomatic infection, or the
capacity of the vaccines to prevent symptomatic infec-
tion. Further studies are needed to better understand
the differences between Delta and Omicron ahead of
symptomatic infection. The fact that we observed 33%
of unvaccinated individuals in the Delta group and only
11% in the Omicron group, whereas thank to matching
on week of diagnosis vaccination coverage in the com-
munity cannot be a confounding factor, supports a par-
tial vaccine escape for the prevention of symptomatic
infection by the Omicron variant as reported in other
studies.

The risk of ICU admission or death was almost three
times higher for patients with comorbidities than for
those without, with a tendency to be higher for very-
high-risk comorbidities. The absence of interaction
showed that this excess risk was present for both var-
iants. The higher risk of developing severe COVID-19
infection in patients with underlying medical comorbid-
ities has been widely described and may lead to up to a
six-fold increase in hospitalisation.26

The risk of ICU admission or death was almost two
times higher among males compared to females as
reported in other studies.26−28 The absence of interac-
tion evidenced in our study is in favor of this excess risk
existing for both variants.

Studies comparing consecutive waves of the epi-
demic may lead to confounding biases; the decrease in
disease severity in the Omicron cases could reflect an
increase in immunity, whether natural or acquired
through vaccination, a change in the characteristics of
the infected population or a change in hospital care over
time. Working with contemporaneous Delta and Omi-
cron cohorts allow to avoid that cases from the Omicron
cohort had more acquired immunity due to different
exposure period. In our study, to control for this bias,
each Omicron case was matched according to age and
date of diagnosis to a Delta case. Age is a very important
confounder for the risk of a serious event; in our opin-
ion, this indicates that matching on this variable is par-
ticularly warranted. In addition, a multivariate analysis
was used to adjust the HR of severe events between
Delta and Omicron variants infections on gender, age,
vaccination status and comorbidities, which are known
risk factors for severe forms of COVID-19. Cox propor-
tional hazard model allowed for different follow-up
times.

All cases included in this study were screened by RT-
PCR in order to identify a set of target mutations. We
www.thelancet.com Vol 48 Month June, 2022



[18,40) [40,65) [65,80) [80,Inf)

aHR (95% CI)1 p-value aHR (95% CI)1 p-value aHR (95% CI)1 p-value aHR (95% CI)1 p-value

Variant

DELTA Ref Ref Ref Ref

OMICRON 0¢18 (0¢07 to 0¢44) <0¢001 0¢13 (0¢08 to 0¢20) <0¢001 0¢20 (0¢14 to 0¢28) <0¢001 0¢50 (0¢26 to 0¢98) 0¢044
Sex

Female Ref Ref Ref Ref

Male 1¢98 (1¢16 to 3¢36) 0¢012 2¢28 (1¢82 to 2¢85) <0¢001 2¢21 (1¢75 to 2¢77) <0¢001 1¢90 (1¢45 to 2¢48) <0¢001
Vaccination

Unvaccinated 13¢2 (6¢09 to 28¢7) <0¢001 7¢29 (5¢58 to 9¢54) <0¢001 4¢21 (3¢19 to 5¢57) <0¢001 3¢39 (2¢28 to 5¢03) <0¢001
Primary vaccination Ref Ref Ref Ref

Booster 3¢08 (0¢66 to 14¢3) 0¢15 1¢00 (0¢56 to 1¢81) >0¢99 0¢82 (0¢56 to 1¢19) 0¢29 0¢89 (0¢52 to 1¢51) 0¢66
Comorbidity

None Ref

Medium-risk 2¢68 (1¢36 to 5¢26) 0¢004 3¢08 (2¢45 to 3¢88) <0¢001 1¢74 (1¢36 to 2¢23) <0¢001 1¢34 (0¢99 to 1¢81) 0¢058
Very-high-risk 6¢54 (2¢35 to 18¢2) <0¢001 4¢15 (2¢86 to 6¢01) <0¢001 2¢98 (2¢20 to 4¢03) <0¢001 1¢70 (1¢14 to 2¢52) 0¢009
Variant * Vaccination

OMICRON * Unvaccinated 1¢02 (0¢44 to 2¢37) 0¢95
OMICRON * Booster 0¢31 (0¢11 to 0¢85) 0¢022

Table 5: Risk of a severe hospital event among cases infected by the Omicron or Delta variant of the SARS-CoV-2, stratified per age
(multivariate analysis), December 2021-January 2022, France (n = 184 364).
1aHR = adjusted Hazard Ratio, CI = Confidence Interval.

Delta Omicron

aHR (95% CI)1 p-value aHR (95% CI)1 p-value

Sex

F Ref Ref

M 1¢98 (1¢47 to 2¢67) <0¢001 1¢53 (0¢81 to 2¢89) 0¢19
Vaccination

Unvaccinated 3¢41 (2¢29 to 5¢07) <0¢001 3¢41 (1¢63 to 7¢15) 0¢001
Primary vaccination Ref Ref

Booster 0¢87 (0¢51 to 1¢47) 0¢60 0¢29 (0¢12 to 0¢69) 0¢005
Comorbidity

None Ref Ref

Medium-risk 1¢27 (0¢91 to 1¢78) 0¢17 1¢62 (0¢83 to 3¢16) 0¢16
Very-high-risk 1¢98 (1¢30 to 3¢02) 0¢002 0¢48 (0¢11 to 2¢12) 0¢33

Table 6: Risk of a severe hospital event among cases infected by the Omicron or Delta variant of the SARS-CoV-2, 80 years and above,
stratified per variant (multivariate analysis), December 2021−January 2022, France (n = 3 074).
1aHR = adjusted Hazard Ratio, CI = Confidence Interval.

Articles
designed an algorithm to classify cases in suspected
Delta cases, suspected Omicron cases and other vari-
ant/inconclusive. Using cases for which a sequencing
result was also available, this algorithm showed a diag-
nostic specificity of 99¢1% for Delta and 92¢9% for
Omicron. PCR screening did not allow differentiate
between the BA.1 and BA.2 Omicron sub-lineages, but
as of January 15, 2022, BA.2 was very rarely detected in
France.

Our study focused on severe hospital events, and
only those stated “for Covid” were retained. In addition,
only symptomatic cases were included. These three
www.thelancet.com Vol 48 Month June, 2022
points may lead to a more specific signal and explain
why we observed a higher risk reduction for Omicron
cases compared to Delta cases, than other studies con-
sidering all RT-PCR cases and all hospital admissions,
regardless of severity and imputability.

This study was designed to compare the severity of
the Delta and Omicron variants, not to assess vaccine
effectiveness. Therefore, further studies are needed to
confirm the result we observed in those who received a
booster compared to the primary vaccinated in different
age groups. Although, the status of a known previous
infection is used to define the required number of doses
9
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administrated (e.g. one single dose for primary vaccina-
tion in case of known previous infection), it was not pos-
sible to account for history of previous infection in our
model. However, it is now known that reinfections are
more frequent with Omicron than with Delta.29 Thus,
in our study, a larger fraction of Omicron cases than
Delta cases could be reinfections. Furthermore, it is
likely that prior infection is protective against severe
forms at reinfection.30 Therefore, the intrinsic differ-
ence in severity between Delta and Omicron may be
somewhat less than what we observed.

Another limitation is the imperfect merge, by pseu-
donym, between the three databases: 16% of the per-
sons fulfilling the inclusion criteria in SI-DEP were
excluded because they were not found in VAC-SI. It is
also possible that not all hospital events were found in
SI-VIC. In addition, deaths which occurred elsewhere
than in hospital were not taken into account. However,
if we cannot rule out that these exclusions were not at
random, we see no reason why this loss of information
should differ between the two groups of the cohort and
therefore affect the hazard ratios. Nevertheless, other
undocumented confounding factors may have contrib-
uted to the differences in aHR according to age. The
databases did not include specific data on risk factors
such as BMI, ethnicity (this data cannot be collected in
France by law) in-hospital treatments (oxygen require-
ments and ventilator support, antiviral treatment . . .)
and on the cause of death (Covid19 pneumonia, exacer-
bation of underlying diseases . . .)

This cohort study, which was carried out when the
dominant sub-lineage among Omicron in France was
BA.1, confirms the lower severity of Omicron compared to
the Delta variant, which has been suggested since the
emergence of this variant. The protection offered by the
vaccines does not appear to differ between the two variants,
except in the over 80 s. The vaccine protection is critical in
the elderly as they have a higher risk of severe hospital
events following infection with Omicron than younger sub-
jects, even if this risk is much lower than with Delta.
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